Challenges in Android Application Development: A Case Study
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Abstract—Smart phone is considered an important innovation that has changed the human life in several aspects. Android has emerged as the most widely used operating system in Smart Phones. Android operating system is open source and freely accessible to everyone. On Android operating system, many applications (apps) are available for fun and entertainment. With cut-throat competition for various examinations, students have moved from conventional way of learning to M-learning for preparation. The present paper discusses the design and development of an Android based app named as iquiz that can help students in preparation of competitive exams like UGC-NET, GATE etc. while they are on move. This paper also highlights various challenges faced by developers in Android App Development.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, technology is increasingly used by human being in every field. As people move from one place to another, many wireless technologies are available to remain in contact with others, without regard of the location. The increasing popularity of Smart Phones has drawn the attention of almost everybody. Along with making and receiving calls, users can send and receive messages, access the Internet, digital media, incorporate audio/video recording etc. Smart Phones also contain built-in keyboard, high resolution camera, front side camera for video conferencing, touch screen etc. Different smart phones have different operating systems. A mobile app, short for mobile application or just app is an application which runs on smart phones, tablet or mobile phones. Apps are pre installed or downloadable pieces of software that can do almost everything. Apps make mobile more like portable computers having multi core processors, gigabytes of memory and a real operating system. Originally mobile apps are made available for informational purposes that include Gmail, calendar, weather information etc. With increase in technology and user demands, developers started to make apps for other purposes like games, banking, video chats etc. An app can show the data in a similar way as a website, along with other benefits to download the content that can be used offline, in case the Internet is not available. There are many apps available in market today for different Operating Systems i.e. Android, Blackberry and Apple etc., in which Android is having the maximum market share these days. Fig. 1 depicts market share of different operating systems from 2011 to 2014[1].
There are three types of Mobile Apps: Native, Web-based and hybrid. Native Apps live on the device. These apps are available through an application store and are developed for a particular platform and fully utilize the features of that device. These Apps work in offline mode and can work on latest API’s of that platform. Some different types of Native Apps include calendar, calculator etc. While Web-based Apps are not real applications, instead these are websites that are designed to have look and feel as Native App. These require a browser as well as Data Connection to run. Users first access them through Web page and in that Web page they have the option of installing them on their device. Hybrid Apps are partly Native App and partly Web App. These Apps live on App store and take advantage of device features. Many users are interested in using Native Mobile Apps as they can be used even when there is no Internet connectivity.

First Android Mobile was T-Mobile G1, launched in United states which contains pull down notification window right from day one, having home screen widgets containing Gmail, Google market widget etc. According to a website, the number of apps available on Google play store (For Android Platform) right from Dec 2009(16000 apps) to February 2015(1,400,000 apps) is depicted in Fig. 2 [2]. Various domains of Android Applications include Entertainment, educational purposes, retail, financial, social, travel, education, healthcare etc.
2. RELATED WORK

Encouraged by launch of cheaper Smart phones, students have started using Apps for educational purposes. Many Apps are available which provides course material, assignments for practice; text books Etc. for reading. Many Apps provide facility for discussion by chatting instead of going to class for solving their problems. Also students can choose to display information according to their choice. Different famous apps for education include Chemistry Helper, English Helper, Kids numbers, Math Lite, Mathway, High School Physics and Vocabla[3] etc.

Many Apps are available to help the students to prepare for competitive Exams. Most Commonly used Apps include UGC NET [4], in which there are modules for Syllabus of UGC-NET exam, Sample of Objective type questions, Reference books and downloading of previous year question papers etc. A similar App named Indian History [5] is available in which chapter wise tutorials are available for students to learn. They can play the quiz and about 20 questions are asked with four options for each question and student has to select one option and number of correct answers will be shown at the end.

One more App named Gate 2015 [6], is available having modules for Syllabus, Practice questions, previous question papers, references of subjects, guidelines Etc. The Limitation is that there is need to include all the subjects in a hierarchical manner. A similar App named Net Prep+ [7], is available having modules i.e. timed test, Random Test, Chapter Wise Test. Limitation is that the number of questions are not enough for preparation.

Keeping in view the requirement of students and non availability of suitable App, it is highly required to develop an App that helps the student to prepare for competitive exams like UGC Net and GATE. Existing system available for preparation is to study by sitting at one place and there is no facility available for preparation while they are on move. The major problem is that most of the Apps give only details about how to prepare, rather than helping the students to prepare. Numbers of Questions available are also limited. There is no provision to store the results of students, in case, the Apps provides facility of tests. Also the interface of the Existing Apps is not interesting. The limitation of the existing apps is that they are not according to the requirement of students. The idea is to make a general app having questions for all the subjects in a hierarchical manner and to include tutorials for all those subjects to help them learn and then they can test themselves by giving the tests. So an App iquiz is designed and developed.

3. DESIGN OF PROPOSED SYSTEM

The Proposed App aims to be User centric. After registration, user can log in and can start the test upon selecting the subject. Each question will be given one minute. User has to answer the test within the time and after submission, correct answers will be shown. If the user doesn’t give the answer within specified time then next question will appear. Also user can view his/her previous results but administrator can view the results of all the users.

Actual Users are the students, by logging in they can play quiz. Admin task is to add more questions and to keep track of previous as well as current results of quiz. Fig. 3 and 4 depict use case diagrams for Admin and users of the app.
Fig. 5 Diagrammatic view of App

Technically, when a user starts the App he/she can login as an administrator or a user, in case user is already registered or he/she can register. After registration, a username and password will be assigned to user. If the user login as an administrator, user can view the results of all the other users or can insert the questions into the database by selecting a particular area and then by selecting the subject related to that area. If the user has login as simple user, then home view of the App will be visible. In the home view, there are five icons for different purposes. By clicking the Quiz icon, he/she can play the quiz, read the tutorials and display the results etc. For each question time of one minute will be given. User has to answer the question within that time. If the user answers the question, correct answer will be shown. User can read the tutorial for learning. User can view his/her own previous results but administrator can view the results of all the users. Diagrammatic View of the App is shown in Fig. 5.

4. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

For implementation of the App iquiz, the Platform used is Android 4.2 and language used is Java and XML. SQLite is used at the backend. For setting environment of Android, there is a minimum requirement of JDK i.e java must be installed on the system. JDK [8] SE development kit 7 is used for this purpose. Code is written by using a editor i.e Eclipse which is a opensource editor available [9]. After Eclipse (Juno, the default version)[9] is installed, there is a need to connect Android SDK with Eclipse, this is done by using ADT Plugin[10]. By using ADT Plugin link, plugin developer tools can be downloaded and installed. SQLite is automatically embedded into the Android device. Using SQLite in Android doesn’t require any setup to be followed. Developers only have to define SQL statements for creating and updating database in SQLite. If the App creates and uses a database then the default location of database is DATA/data/APP_NAME/databases/FILENAME. Various modules of the app are as follows:

A. **User login module:** In this module, user has to first register. User will be moved to Register activity after clicking register button on Login screen. User has to fill details like Username, Email-id, Mobile number, Password and Confirm Password Etc. Only registered user can play quiz by logging in.

B. **Admin module:** If the user log in as an Admin then user can add new questions by selecting a particular area and a subject related to that area or make any changes to database. Admin can display result of all users, datewise or name wise as the case may be.

C. **Registration for new User:** If the user wants to play quiz, first user must register by filling details like User name, Email-id, Password, Confirm Password etc. After successful Registration, user can login. After login, user can Play the quiz.
D. **Home view:** This module shows icons for playing quiz, About, Results, Exit. When user clicks on Quiz icon, the options will be displayed, representing different fields. When user select some specific subject then random questions will be asked. Each Question will be given one minute. User has to answer the question within that time. At last, result will be displayed.

E. **Results view:** This module is used to display previous as well as current scores of users. By viewing the results, user can measure performance compared to last attempts.

The main objective of this project was to test the knowledge of user in various fields and also on the basis of score, students can judge, where they are lacking. It provides help in every field included in iquiz application. It provides tutorials to students so that they can learn along with giving the tests.

5. **Findings**

Based upon personal experience in developing iquiz and available literature, the following are the challenges faced by the Android App developers:

A. **Multiple Devices:** The most common challenge is to set the properties of app for different devices with different screen sizes, resolution etc. There are many versions of each android device and while releasing the app, version specific details need to be checked this makes the task very critical. As it need to be run in different devices, therefore it also affects the cost and budget implications. For each version of Android, developer has to write code again because there are migration problem available to migrate the existing code to new platform. Sometimes, behavior is also different across new platform.

B. **Testing of Android Application:** Currently, the Development Environment does not have enough tools for testing. There is a need of testing techniques for the Android Platform. Also debugging features must be made available.

C. **Limited Capabilities of Different Devices:** Sometimes different devices have different capabilities in terms of software support like some browsers has poor support for HTML5.

D. **Emulators/Simulators Problem:** Emulators are the devices which provides us hardware environment of Android Devices while Simulators provide us the software environment. Apps are tested on the emulators which are not enough for testing. Emulators are very slow and take a lot of time to start and run.

E. **Data Intensive Apps:** Since Mobile Devices have very limited memory, so it is very difficult to store huge amount of data in it. Offline caching doesn’t work well and synchronizing with another data source is a challenging task.

F. **Lack of Software/Hardware Integration:** One Button on Android device works differently on another device. So it is difficult to build an app that relies on a particular hardware to do a thing.

G. **Security Issue:** Since Android is an open Source operating system so there can be malware Apps which users can install by mistake or by any other reason that can lead to loss of data.

6. **Conclusion and Future Scope**

Smart Phones has changed the life of everyone. Along with other features, an App in Smart Phones allows to do almost everything, from playing games to do business. The development of app described in present paper has given a strong understanding of various challenges associated with design and development of apps. The experience has been quite challenging, motivating as well as satisfying. iquiz App can be used by students conveniently while preparing for examination. More questions may be added from time to time so that App can cope up with requirements of users. Several other modules like on demand MCQ’s for a particular subject, Job Notification, Downloading of Tutorials, Downloading of Reference books etc. can be added in future for enhancement of features.
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